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What can social media analytics
do for your business
Social media is one of the biggest opportunities you have to get inside a pool of conversations about your
business. It also helps extend you relationship with your customers by responding to their comments, and
differentiate your brand in the market by building a strong online presence. But how does it do all of this?

In social media monitoring, relevance plays a big role to engage costumers. That's why you will need those
mentions and reactions that stand out in the social space. Metrics also need to pinpoint the most popular
stories that caught people's attention, top social platforms used to engage and data on how people feel towards
your brand.

Our social conversations analysis shows how the mentions volume improved over time, your keywords'
share of voice for the most important social platforms, and also sentiment values for conversations happening
around your brand. All you need is at the tip of your fingers!

Are you ready to get the most of social media?
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NUMBER OF MENTIONS

VIEWS

AVERAGE SENTIMENT

TOP COUNTRIES

General Stats
General stats presents the key metrics that any business should look at when measuring social media. These are
the volume of mentions, the reach of the message in social media, the sentiment of conversations about the brand
and the locations where people talk about the brand the most.

VOLUME AND VIEWS
Volume represents the total number of mentions of the
specific keyword or search phrase during the selected
time period. Views is the number of people who have
potentially seen those mentions.

SENTIMENT AND LOCATION
Average sentiment aggregates all positive, neutral
and negative scores to provide you with a single
sentiment score for the whole time period.
Location shows the top countries where conversations
about this keyword have taken place recently.

Total number of mentions 156413 ( 81761 retweets )

Mentions reached an estimate of 274753435 people

For the selected period the average was NEUTRAL

01. United states 40 % 

02. United kingdom 13 % 

03. Brazil 7 % 

04. Australia 7 % 

05. Germany 7 % 

06. Canada 6 % 

07. India 6 % 

08. Mexico 5 % 

09. Spain 5 % 

10. Netherlands 4 % 

GENDER BREAKDOWN

72% 27%
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Geolocation
Geolocation represents the countries where people talked about the keyword during the selected time period
and the respective share of the conversation. The location of a person is determined by using mostly Twitter and
Facebook data and other profile or location data where available. The darker the green, the more
conversations have taken place about this keyword in that region of the world.

GEO HEAT MAP

TOP COUNTRIES TOP LANGUAGES

01. United states 40 %

02. United kingdom 13 %

03. Brazil 7 %

04. Australia 7 %

05. Germany 7 %

06. Canada 6 %

07. India 6 %

08. Mexico 5 %

09. Spain 5 %

10. Netherlands 4 %

01. English 80 %

02. Spanish 9 %

03. Portuguese 4 %

04. German 4 %

05. Japanese 2 %
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Mentions and Views
Volume represents the total number of mentions of the specific keyword or search phrase during the
selected time period. This number is aggregated across all social sites that uberVU currently tracks.
So a mention of "Apple" is someone posting "I love Apple" on Twitter or a blog.
Views represents the number of people that have potentially seen mentions of the keyword or search phrase.
This number can be thought of as the audience for the people that mentioned the keyword. It is a metric
that is statistically assessed and not measured directly. In short, the views for a mention like
"I love Apple" on Twitter is the number of people who have potentially seen that tweet.

TOTAL MENTIONS

TOTAL VIEWS

DAILY VIEWS

VIEWS PER MENTION

Total number of mentions 156413

Mentions reached an estimate of 274753435 people

Average views 39250490 people Period high 62608231 people Period low 19029264 people
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Sentiment
Sentiment refers to whether the tone of the conversation where the keyword was mentioned was positive,
neutral or negative. As a simplified example, "I love Apple" is considered positive towards "Apple" whereas
"I bought an IPad yesterday" is neutral. uberVU uses one of the most powerful fully automated sentiment engines
on the market.
Daily Sentiment breakdown shows the number of positive, neutral and negative mentions each day.
Main Negative Themes are the topics that people talk about negatively when mentioning the keyword.
So for the mention "I hate Apple support" a negative theme is "support"

OVERALL SENTIMENT

DAILY SENTIMENT BREAKDOWN

MAIN DISCUSSION THEMES

For the selected period
the average was

Sentiment break-down
for the selected period

3% negativeNEUTRAL

19% 21%58%
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Share of voice
This metric represents the breakdown of mentions about the keyword by specific platforms. The breakdown
is based on total number of mentions per platform. This is important when you're trying to figure out where
most of the conversation is happening and where you should focus your listening and engagement efforts.
Top stories on the top platforms provides a sense of what people are mostly talking about regarding the
keyword on each individual platform.

Twitter

149934 reactions

Blogs

2617 reactions

Facebook

1455 reactions

Reddit

1173 reactions

Youtube

485 reactions

Digg

259 reactions
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TOP DOMAINS MENTIONS

www.guardian.co.uk 50914

wikileaks.ch 32149

www.youtube.com 29358

mashable.com 17529

www.salon.com 16902

news.yahoo.com 15296

www.huffingtonpost.com 14431

www.telegraph.co.uk 14032

wlcentral.org 13046

www.nytimes.com 12270

bit.ly 11493

www.reuters.com 11042

www.bbc.co.uk 10982

www.wired.com 10299

www.elpais.com 9337

www.boingboing.net 8788

twitter.com 8607

www.english.mojahedin.org 8483

www.cnn.com 8460

www.washingtonpost.com 8320

techcrunch.com 8070

www.reddit.com 7580

www.wikileaks-usa.com 7126

www.thenation.com 6778

www.newzfor.me 6669


